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United Airlines partners with Davis
A&M and PHASTAR to provide students
flight and technical aviation training
United Airlines has committed to
cultivating the next generation
of pilots and aviation industry
professionals in Northeast Ohio
through
an
unprecedented
partnership with an urban public
high school. On October 22nd,
United announced an agreement
with Davis Aerospace and
Maritime High School and cofounder PHASTAR Corporation to
provide students with meaningful
opportunities to pursue careers
in aviation through internships,
mentorships,
and
hands-on
technical training, in addition to
providing funding to cover the cost
of internships and flight training
for dozens of aspiring aviators
each year.

Photo: Davis Principal Tim Jones (left) and PHASTAR President Drew Ferguson (right)
with Davis students Jesus and Sydney at one of United’s Cleveland hangars.

Co-founded in 2017 through
a unique private-public partnership between
PHASTAR Corporation, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, and
the Cleveland Metropolitan School District, Davis
A&M exists to provide underrepresented students
the opportunity to pursue their passion and interest
in both the aviation and maritime industries. It is
the only aerospace and maritime high school in the
United States.

INSIDE:

• North Coast Harbor		
• Paradox Sailboat Donation

Through its partnership with Davis A&M and
PHASTAR, United will help to embed authentic,
real-world opportunities at the core of the student
experience, as well as bolster United’s mission to
(United Airlines partnership, Cont’d on page 2)
• RiverSweep 2020
• Safe Study Space at 1776

• Davis Alpha Flight Group
• ...... and much more
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United Airlines, Cont’d
from page 1
drive diversity and inclusion by preparing Davis
graduates for futures in the aviation industry.
Students will build the skills needed to excel in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM), and the firsthand training opportunities
provided through the United partnership will help
to bridge the opportunity gap.
“This partnership provides cutting edge opportunities
for the students at Davis A&M,” said Principal Tim
Jones. “I can’t imagine a more engaging way to
apply math and science to the real world than flying
an airplane or running a business. Thanks to United
Airlines, these experiences are now embedded into
the core of the school.”

supply chain side of the airline business, with United
agreeing to purchase supply chain components that
will be manufactured by students in the Davis A&M
FabLab. Student involvement in this aspect, which
is aligned to the school’s new CTE Engineering
pathway, will include product production, packaging/
shipping, accounting/financial reporting, marketing
and preparing RFPs for additional projects.

Under the terms of the agreement, United will
provide paid internships for 20 to 30 students
annually, immersing them in the technical aspects of
aircraft maintenance, engineering and other areas
of the airline industry. The internship experience will
be tailored to a student’s aptitudes and interests,
and will include mentorship opportunities.

“We have worked for more than a decade to create a
high school that has real world links to the excitement
and opportunity of the Aerospace and Maritime
industries. United’s investment and support in our
vision, our staff and our kids is confirmation that we
have charted the right course,” said Captain Drew
Ferguson, PHASTAR President.

PHASTAR will continue to provide flight training
for students, with United covering the costs for up
to 12 students per year. By beginning their flight
training while still in high school, participants will
get a head start on earning a pilot’s license through
United’s Aviate program, which seeks to increase
and diversify applicants for future pilot openings.

United will also receive a seat on the PHASTAR
Board of Directors, which will help facilitate
partnership components and provide for their
strategic involvement in aligning school outcomes
to authentic industry needs.
“The Cleveland Plan, our blueprint for education
reform, calls for providing students with real-world
experience that serves as a gateway to careers,”
CMSD CEO Eric Gordon said. “This unique publicprivate partnership is an outstanding example of
how we can expose them to different fields and
show them options.”

“United’s commitment to diversity, equity and
inclusion extends beyond the boundaries of our
airline, and into the communities we proudly serve,”
said Phil Griffith, United’s Vice President of Technical
Operations and Supply Chain. “This partnership
with Davis A&M will enhance the student curriculum,
enrich our workforce in ways we can’t even imagine, Following the successful launch of its Davis A&M
and offer a pathway for the next generation of aircraft partnership in Cleveland this fall, United hopes to
create similar programs in cities across the United
technicians and pilots.”
States that will give additional underrepresented
Davis students will also have a chance to explore the students the opportunity to have immersive career
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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PHASTAR celebrates 10 years!

A message from PHASTAR President
& Founder, D. Andrew Ferguson:

Ten years ago, I made one of the greatest
decisions of my life. I embarked on a journey
born from my heart that will impact thousands
of lives. On Monday, September 20, 2010, I
filed the official paperwork for the creation of
PHASTAR Corporation, a 501(c)(3) Non-Profit
organization built upon my life experiences
and guided by passion.
PHASTAR has developed into a powerful
group of programs that are shaping our
region’s future. Our education, aerospace
and maritime programs work in harmony to
support our Davis Aerospace and Maritime
High School students, while presenting
similar opportunities to both young and old Photo: President D. Andrew Ferguson (right) poses with Capt. Carl Walker
(left) at PHASTAR’s 10th anniversary celebration.
in Northeast Ohio. Our students, staff and
volunteers are engaged in the community and PHASTAR/Davis A&M Task Force, current and former
striving to make a positive impact every single day. PHASTAR staff, Davis A&M faculty, our Davis A&M
students and all of our supporters. I have landed
Thank you to all who have assisted on this journey: my dream career and look forward to many more
my family and friends, PHASTAR Board Members, decades with PHASTAR.
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Port of Cleveland Board
approves $50,000 grant for
PHASTAR maritime programs

On November 18th, The Port of Cleveland
Board approved $50,000 in grants for PHASTAR
Corporation (Davis Aerospace & Maritime High
Photographer s			Drew Ferguson
School) in support of the Aviation High School
					Carl Walker		
maritime and waterfront education programs,
					Joelle McNea
specifically operational support for workforce and
technology adaptation in light of the current COVID
Contributors				Drew Ferguson
pandemic.
					Danny Smith
Editor & Art Director			

Julie Kent

					Carl Walker
					Mike Hill
							
The Navigator is published quarterly by PHASTAR.
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We appreciate their continued commitment to
PHASTAR, our Davis students, and the Cleveland
community.
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AEROSPACE
Introducing youth to aerospace and aviation!

The Davis Alpha Flight Group Takes Off!

Photo: The Davis Alpha Flight group spent some time at Geauga County Airport to restart their flight training.

Beginning in early 2020, PHASTAR selected three
student candidates from the Davis High School
to begin flight training! These students- Damone
Landres, Demeiko Williams and Sydney-Marie
Flowers- each demonstrated a strong desire and
suitability for this long and difficult training processa process culminating with FAA certification as
licensed Private Pilots. Membership in the Discover
Aviation Center Flying Club was arranged for each
student, and extracurricular ground and flight
lessons began soon after
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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After progress was slowed by the pandemic, these
students are currently resuming their training,
and are getting close to their solo flights. They’ve
snagged some rides in some other cool planes as
well!
They were ablee to attend the “Dinner with a Slice
of History” event put on by International Women’s
Air and Space Museum (IWASM), and visit with the
(Alpha, Cont’d on next page)
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Alpha, Cont’d from pg. 4
keynote speaker, Dr. Sheila L. Chamberlain, the first
African-American combat pilot, afterwards.
Other visits have included a tour of the Cuyahoga
County Airport operations, and a visit to FlexJet
operations headquarters.
The team wrapped up the summer with a special
day at Geauga County Airport, where they got to try
some “old school” flying, receiving a flight lesson in
a Piper Cub and in a glider as well. It’s been a really
big year so far for the Davis Alpha Flight Team, but
much bigger things are soon to come!!

Photos (above): Davis Alpha Flight Group members recently got a chance to fly the DACFC’s Piper Cub.
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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MARITIME
Maritime news & updates

Davis students get on the water with
Spirit of America youth boating program
One year ago, PHASTAR
Corporation signed an
agreement with the Spirit
of America Foundation to
begin offering their youth
boating education program
to the students at Davis
Aerospace and Maritime
High School. The plan was
to put all freshmen students
through the program at the
end of the school year, after
they’d all had a chance to
successfully complete the
Ohio Boating Education
Course (OBEC). Of course,
COVID-19 happened and
that changed everything. Photo: Davis A&M students try out stand-up paddleboarding on Lake Erie by Wendy Park.
What it did not change,
the coast of Wendy Park and Whiskey Island. This
however, was PHASTAR’s
commitment to provide this hands-on learning is normally done in a pool, but COVID-related pool
closures forced us to be adaptable and to use our
opportunity to our students.
natural resources. Students also learned techniques
PHASTAR’s inaugural Spirit of America program to right a sailboat and various paddle craft, and how
kicked off in early September, in a slightly modified to re-board various watercraft in the event they fall
format. Students started with the OBEC course off or out into the water.
taught by Captains Carl Walker and Viola Hamlett,
Students also got an introduction to various paddle
and all passed successfully on their first try.
craft, including kayaks, canoes, and paddle boards.
Armed with the knowledge of the rules of the road, The program continued to run through early October,
students were then permitted to progress to the with students having met for one to two times per
next phase of the program which was in and on week for various on-water experiences, including
the water. Students participated in a Water Safety Large Vessel Experience, Sailing, and Power Boats.
and Drowning Prevention Course in Lake Erie off
(SOA, Cont’d on pg. 7)
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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Students install new safety signs and
lifebuoy rings at North Coast Harbor

When you head down to Voinovich Park at the East
9th Street Pier, take notice of the new safety signs
and lifebuoy rings that have been put up. This new
project was made possible through a contract
between PHASTAR, North Coast
Harbor and Downtown Cleveland
Alliance. Students at Davis Aerospace
and Maritime High School recognized
a need for better safety equipment
and instrution in how to use it, and
put together the plan with the help of
Captains Ferguson and Walker. The
students also presented the plan to
stakeholders, modified it accoring to
feedback, and began to implement it
during the first week of July.

The “before” pictures show tangled,
messy ropes and stations in general
disarray, which is not conducive to fast
and efficient response and use of safety equipment
in the event of an emergency. Imagine needing to
throw a lifebuoy to someone in the water, but first
having to untangle 200-feet of rope - yikes!
Captain Walker and Davis A&M seniors Andre
Lovett and Quinton Oliver installed the new lifebuoy
ring stations at North Coast Harbor. Each station is
now numbered for area identification in case of an
emergency, and includes an 18”x12” instructional
sign on how to use the emegency water rescue
equipment. Stations 1-6 are considered “commercial”
and include 200-feeet of rope line. The remainder of
the stations are non-commercial, and include 100feet of line in a throw bag. The signs make it easy for
anyone to quickly learn how to use the equipment.
The replacement and upgrade of the existing
lifebuoy ring stations, and near doubling of the total
number of stations, will serve to enhance the safety
of the popular waterfront park. We are proud of our
students who continue to seek out ways to improve
the community.
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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Photos: Before and after photos of safety stations.

SOA, Cont’d from pg. 6
The personal water craft (PWC/Jet Ski) portion of the
program is being postponed until next summer.
Warm autumn days have given us the opportunity to
offer a make-up day in late October for those who
missed an on-water session in September, which
will allow them to graduate from the program and
join us again next summer as student volunteers and
student instructors.
We are grateful for the volunteers who have shown up
each day to help make this a wonderful experience
for our students. Everyone involved has had a great
time, and we look forward to running the program at
full-capacity next summer.
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PHASTAR accepts donation of sailboat
from long-time supporters

Photo: S/V Paradox making its way back to dock at sunset during a Tuesday evening sail.

On Friday, July 31st, long time (Ten Years September)
PHASTAR supporters and Task Force members
Royce and Roger Johnston graciously donated their
1979, 30 ft Hunter Sailboat “Paradox” to PHASTAR
Corporation for use in our Davis Aerospace &
Maritime programming. Having spent more than
a quarter century sailing, repairing and loving this
boat, Roger made the decision early this summer
that it was time to pass Paradox on to another
generation of sailors.
Capt. Drew Ferguson, his father Dr. Roy Ferguson,
Capt. Peter Hotchkiss and Davis Maritime Science
teacher Melania Santos all joined Roger on Friday,
July 31st for his final voyage from Bratenahl to
Edgewater Marina as the owner of Paradox. Upon
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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arrival at Edgewater, the crew was joined by Capt.
Carl Walker for the formal transfer of ownership and
champagne toast to Royce, Roger and Paradox.
Capt. Ferguson stated, “Royce and Roger have
provided unwavering support for PHASTAR and our
mission to open the Davis Aerospace & Maritime
High School for the last ten years. I couldn’t have
possibly expected anything more from them, then
I get a call from Roger offering his pride and joy,
Paradox. We are lucky to have such amazing people
behind our organization. Thank you.”
Paradox will sail weekly from May through October,
providing the students, staff and supporters not only
a fantastic maritime experience, but a simple break
from the fast pace and complexities of our daily lives.
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PHASTAR sponsors and participates in
RiverSweep 2020

RiverSweep 2020 organized by Canalway Partners
brought out more than 300 volunteers. PHASTAR
is proud to have been one of the sponsors of this
annual Cuyahoga River clean-up event, and helped
on both the water and land.
PHASTAR’s Maritime Crew working RiverSweep
2020 included Captains Walker, Hotchkiss, Kitt, and
Geracioti; Deck Cerw Sam, Andre (Davis A&M Class
of 2021), Marcus (Davis A&M Class of 2021), Yan
(Davis A&M Class of 2022) and David (Davis A&M
Class of 2022); and Medics Colt and Luis.
The RiverSweep event is normally held in the spring,
but was delayed this year due to the COVID-19
outbreak and the subsequent challenges organizers
faced in putting on a large-scale event. Moving the
event to late summer gave organizers a chance to
recalibrate and

Photo: Students, volunteers and staff from Davis A&M and
PHASTAR helped with the annual river clean-up event in
September.

We had a fantastic time working with The Port of
Cleveland, Canalway Partners, Surfrider Foundation
Northern Ohio Chapter.

PHASTAR 2543 Updates - Summer/Fall 2020
PHASTAR’s third season of providing marine safety
services on the Cuyahoga River and Lake Erie near
downtown Cleveland began in early May, with
weekly Friday through Sunday operations winding
down in late October.
The COVID-19 situation brought about some
significant changes this year, even on the water.
PHASTAR 2543 overall experienced a drop in the
number of deep-draft escorts conducted this season.
There was an noticable increase in the number of
recreational boaters out on the water this season,
and consequently, PHASTAR 2543 saw an increase
in the number of Mayday/Pan-Pan responses and
Person in the Water (PIW) responses.
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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By mid-summer, Davis A&M students were able to
start working on 2543, alongside PHASTAR medics/
rescue swimmers and University Hospital event
medics.
Here are some of our season-end statistics:
Total deep-draft escorts: 180
(May 1 to Oct. 20)
Total Mayday/Pan-Pan responses: 41
(May 1 to Oct. 20)
Total Person in the Water responses: 40
(May 1 to Oct. 20)
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DAVIS A&M
Youth Aerospace & Maritime News and Updates

New school year kicks-off virtually;
PHASTAR offers “Safe Study Space”
The 2020-2021 school year marks the first time that
Davis Aerospace and Maritime High School will offer
the full complement of ninth through twelfth grade
classes, and will graduate its very first senior class
at the end of the school year. This year, however,
has been anything but normal with Cleveland
Metropolitan School District CEO
Eric Gordon announcing over the
summer that students reporting for
the first day of the new academic
year would be doing so virtually.
In response to COVID-19, Gordon
announced in late July that for the
first nine weeks of school, students
across the district would be taking
classes remotely.

program gives Davis students the space and support
they need to be successful in their virtual classes.
PHASTAR provides students with the same
supportive environment they would have in a typical
school day:
• A distraction-free space
• Reliable internet access
• Academic support
• Breakfast and lunch breaks
• Aerospace and martime enrichment
activities
In October, Eric Gordon announced
that students would continue
learning virtually through at least the
second quarter of the school year,
which means if a return to in-school
classes happens, it won’t be until

Over the course of three weeks of
professional development, Davis
teachers and staff worked tirelessly, preparing to January 2021.
bring the same high-quality Davis experience to
students now spread across the city.
PHASTAR remains committed to offering a safe
place for students to study, learn, and participate in
A team of PHASTAR staff and volunteers coordinated extracurricular activities, and will run the Safe Study
the delivery of over 70 laptops and internet Space program for the duration of CMSD’s virtual
hotspots to students’ homes, so they would have the learning.
technology needed to access their online classes.
This school year may look different, but everyone
PHASTAR began offering an additional resource to has been pulling together to make sure that students
Davis students starting in September through it’s have all of the resources and support that they will
Safe Study Space program. The Safe Study Space need to be successful in their school career.
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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Davis students participate in Kids That Tri to
train for 2021 triathlon

Photos: (left) Patrick, a Davis senior and YMCA lifeguard, helps with swim training. (right) Felix gets in a run outside the YMCA.

Students from Davis Aerospace and Maritime High
School have been given the unique opportunity to
join Kids That Tri, a nonprofit program that will help
them train to participate in a triathlon next summer.
Up to 25 Davis students can participate in the
program, which kicked off on Saturday, November 7
at the Parker Hannifin Downtown Cleveland YMCA.

Students will receive free monthly training at the
Downtown Cleveland YMCA. They will also hold
weekly Zoom classes throughout the year.

PHASTAR has thrown in another incentive for
Davis students to join Kids That Tri - those who
participate will also get to take a lifeguarding class
for free, which will make them eligible to work on
The group that is putting on the triathlon is the same our PHASTAR 2543 rescue boat in the summer as a
one running Kids That Tri. The goal of the program lifeguard or to find work elsewhere in the area as a
is to get Cleveland urban youth to participate in lifeguard next summer. PHASTAR has an American
triathlons. Specifically, the students are training to Red Cross certified lifeguarding instructor on staff
compete in the Tri CLE triathlon, which will be held and can conduct the lifeguard training in-house,
on August 22, 2021, in Cleveland.
and the triathlon training will prepare the students
for the swimming skills pre-requisite that is often a
Kids That Tri will provide the participating students barrier to entry for students.
with all of the gear that they will need to train and
compete in a triathlon. The program has support The YMCA has a safe training protocol with every
from USA Triathlon Foundation, and will provide other machine closed and all equipment spaced out.
free equipment to the studentws, including swim Kids That Tri is providing a safe outlet for our students
goggles and caps, running shoes, and bike helmets, to participate in exercise, and is encouraging them
and have secured free bike usage from Ohio City to make healthy lifestyle choices that will serve them
Co-Op. Students will also receive free entry into Tri well now and in the future.
CLE.
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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The PHASTAR Board of Directors
D. Andrew Ferguson

Vicki Koziol			

Doug McConnell

Paul Koziol			John Wiitala

President

Vice President & Treasurer

Henry Billingsley

Secretary			Board Member
Board Member		

Board Member

Giving to PHASTAR
As a 501c3 nonprofit organization, PHASTAR relies heavily on the generousity of others to offer
high-quality programs and initiatives for the area’s youth and most vulnerable residents.
Donations can be sent to:		
PHASTAR
1776 Columbus Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

Your contribution will make a difference in the lives of Greater
Cleveland youth, and will have a direct impact on their lives.

You can also make a donation on our website at www.phastar.org. Contact us at 216.860.4883 for other
arrangements, or to set up a recurring donation. Other ways to give include volunteering your time, talents
and/or services, or the donation of tangible goods. We are happy to discuss your possible donation.

HOW YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS IMPACT LOCAL YOUTH:
$50 = 1 hour of boat time on the water for up to 4 students at a time
$100 = 1 hour of flight time for a student interested in flying
$250 = 1 day of access to Fabrication Lab outside of school (weekends & holidays) OR
1 hour of safety vessel operation with full crew
$500 = 1 day field trip for up to 60 students
$1,000 = 1 month of utilities at PHASTAR facility providing educational opportunities
$5,000 = 1 year of support for Davis A&M’s Drone Racing Team
$10,000 = 1 private pilot license for a Davis A&M student
$25,000 = 1 CNC machine enabling high level design and manufacturing
$50,000 = 1 FAA Certified Flight Simulator allowing students to log flight time and advanced instrument training
$100,000 = 1 Mobile Mariner Ship Simulator providing qualification, certification, and credentialing to students,
government, and industry partners
PHASTAR 1776 Columbus Rd. Cleveland, OH 44113
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